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HECA

My feelings on this are negative as both of my children have asthma and I have friends with lung problems, allergies 
and airborn illnesses. Our air quality is well known as very poor. It is amazing that turtles are protected, kit fox, and 
to name many more, but to bring anything into this valley that may contribute to our air quality is not in the best 
interest of humans! The trucks on our roads? Oh my gosh. So many of our roads are horrible as are now, let alone 
have the wear and tear from these. If we have rainy season someday again, we will have fog, the traffic in the fog is 
hard enough to navigate let alone have these trucks on the road. As for earthquakes and leaks and breakages, on the 
special, it was stated, SHOULD NOT, should not have breaks or leaks or..,.. should not, did not say WILL NOT. 
That is a concern. That is a huge concern. No matter the temporary employment it will bring while building, and the 
smaller amount of continued employment, HEALTH first. It will bring more pollution and the vehicles will, and 7 
days a week of trucks running is a bit much. I just do not know how any local, Californian would allow this to come 
in here. What do we have without health? Look at statistics again for Asthma in our valley. I do not know why the 
concentration was on Tupman when the entire valley will end of being effected. This is not fair to the valley residents. 
This is so wrong.
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